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Even cats love DF

Posted by Dwarf - 2011/08/30 15:30
_____________________________________

Buy more DF sets!
Look, even cats love them. Mine is sitting vigil over my valuable stuff and won't be bothered by anything.
- Dwarf
============================================================================

Re:Even cats love DF
Posted by Dwarf - 2011/08/30 15:34

_____________________________________

And here goes:
http://www.dwarvenforge.com/images/fbfiles/images/IMG_3333.JPG
============================================================================

Re:Even cats love DF

Posted by Arcarius2001 - 2011/08/30 22:20
_____________________________________

Indeed she/he looks quite comfy! But what is that between the two MBS builds?
============================================================================

Re:Even cats love DF

Posted by biowizard - 2011/08/30 22:58
_____________________________________

@ Arcarius
That's Psomminiature of course! (http://www.psomminiature.com/)
It's their "ENVIRONNEMENT ENTREPOT/GRANGE" which could be translated in "warehouse/stables
environment". Their web site is still only in french but you can probably scroll & see what you like with
the images. The owners (Olivier & Sandrine) can answer back any of your questions by emails in
English too! Also, Stefan announced a collaboration not to far ago with them
(http://www.dwarvenforge.com/forum?func=view&catid=3&id=42182) and Dwarven Forge will probably
offer a few of their sculpts (http://www.dwarvenforge.com/forum?func=view&catid=3&id=42182) in the
near future...
Dwarf, I like your cat. He looks like nothing ever bothers him!
============================================================================
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Re:Even cats love DF

Posted by Arcarius2001 - 2011/08/30 23:10
_____________________________________

biowizard wrote:
@ Arcarius
That's Psomminiature of course! (http://www.psomminiature.com/)
It's their "ENVIRONNEMENT ENTREPOT/GRANGE" which could be translated in "warehouse/stables
environment". Their web site is still only in french but you can probably scroll & see what you like with
the images. The owners (Olivier & Sandrine) can answer back any of your questions by emails in
English too! Also, Stefan announced a collaboration not to far ago with them
(http://www.dwarvenforge.com/forum?func=view&catid=3&id=42182) and Dwarven Forge will probably
offer a few of their sculpts (http://www.dwarvenforge.com/forum?func=view&catid=3&id=42182) in the
near future...
Dwarf, I like your cat. He looks like nothing ever bothers him!
Mais oui!!
Looks like some of my dollars may be heading overseas!
============================================================================

Re:Even cats love DF

Posted by Lordannilhus - 2011/08/30 23:47
_____________________________________

Dwarf wrote:
And here goes:
http://www.dwarvenforge.com/images/fbfiles/images/IMG_3333.JPG
Hi all,
May be we should ask to Olivier and sandrine, if they could think to our cats when they create a new
environment. It will better for them....Poor beast lol
Thanks for the pics :)
Soon
Lord
============================================================================

Re:Even cats love DF
Posted by Dwarf - 2011/08/31 00:15

_____________________________________
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@ Arcarius:
Biowizard is right. Those are from psomminiatures and it's the stables environment. What I was depicting
here is my last setup from my Pathfinder roleplaying game. It represents a small part of a wilderness
border town which my players came into last session. After playing for about 2 years, it was the first time
they reached a place where they could pay with gold pieces. In all other places, barter was the way to
go.
Not shown on the picture on the left hand side of the table is also a small dungeon they will be exploring
next time. It is still covered so they couldn't see what's waiting for them. This latest session was packed
full of roleplaying and gathering information (not with a die roll but with roleplaying) in order to get new
hooks for adventures. The first thing all 3 women in my playing group said when they found out, this was
a civilised town (e.g. you could buy with gold pieces) was: "Oh, cool! SHOPPING"! I guess some things
never change...
I am still waiting for my delivery from Yansolo and a few of his really cool roofs...
============================================================================
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